
 

Excellent B2B Cloud Software Opportunity 

 

An opportunity to invest in an innovative cloud        

software business looking to raise a second seed round         

to build on strong early sales and great customer         

feedback. Metis has a highly experienced team and a         

very significant UK and US market opportunity. 

 

The Software Opportunity 

Metis is designed for professional services businesses such as management consultancies, surveyors,            

architects, consulting engineers and marketing agencies with up to 100 people. There are 21,000 of               

these firms in the UK alone. Metis is part of software category focused on these businesses known as                  

Professional Services Automation (PSA). 

 

Metis helps these businesses run up to 25% more         
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profitably. It brings together the tools they need to         

manage their business such as job profitability       

control, sales management, people planning,     

timesheets and expenses in one place. Metis not        

only simplifies clients’ operations but provides      

forward-looking insights to helps companies     

make smart, early decisions about the things that        

matter and maximises their value for future sale.  

 

The company can be thought of as doing for this          

sector what software phenomenon Xero has done       

to the small company accountancy market.  

The Data Opportunity 

Metis’s standard terms and conditions allow us to use customers’ aggregated and anonymised data.              

Once our customer base is large enough we plan to introduce a series of new premium benchmarking                 

and price comparison services to customers based on this data. We believe this will offer a very                 

significant new revenue stream as there is no other place for our customers to get this type of data                   

and insight. 

Market Validation and Competition 

In adjacent markets including marketing service agencies, law firms and accounting practices there is              

a large and thriving market in software to drive practice efficiency.  

 

By contrast, in our target market of consultancies of between 10 and 100 people there is relatively little                  

competition - mostly people are currently using and struggling with spreadsheets. In the mid-market              

above this level there are mature players whose economics make it tough for them to service smaller                 

clients. 

Team 

The company is led by two former CEOs of niche consultancies who have both also succeeded as                 

entrepreneurs. They started Metis to ‘bottle’ what they know about running these businesses as              
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profitably as possible. Over the last year they have built a highly experienced and capable team, several                 

of whom have worked together before, including the ex-product lead for the BBC iPlayer. 

Traction 

The team have achieved significant traction with strong early sales with 20+ clients representing              

nearly 200 individuals users and a growing pipeline of opportunities. 

 

We also have great feedback from clients including 5 star online reviews and have received ‘Rising                

Star’ and ‘Greatest User Experience’ awards from respected review website FinancesOnline.com. 

 

We are now further scaling our marketing through paid media in Google, LinkedIn and specialist               

websites, outbound email marketing to our growing 6000+ contact database and starting to work with               

complementary channel partners.. 

Exit 

The team believes that a possible exit is likely to be to a mid-market PSA player wanting a means to                    

expand into the smaller firm market, or a business that specialises in acquiring specialist software               

such as Deltek or Access. Valuations in the SaaS market have varied considerably over the last 2-3 years                  

but we think a conservative rule of thumb is to value at 4x annualised revenues. 

Financials 

Our current 4 year plan is as follows:  

 

 

This is the final round before an       

anticipated Series A fundraising    

in 2018. The company aims to      

raise £1.2m of which £825k is      

already committed from existing    

shareholders and management.   

We are now seeking new     

investors to contribute the    

remaining £375k in return for     

approx. 7% equity on a fully      

diluted basis. The team expect     

that this investment will qualify     

for EIS (as with previous rounds). 

 

The additional investment in this     

round will be used to improve      

Metis’s feature set and to fund      

marketing and customer   

acquisition. 

 

We anticipate that a possible     

Series A round in 2018 will be       

used to accelerate expansion into     

new markets, particular the USA,     

and the development of our data      

product. 

 

 

Contacts     www.getmetis.com 

Simon Clark - simon@getmetis.com - 07973 396112 

Jonathan Peachey - jp@getmetis.com - 07956 248590 

 


